
The Sound Of Silence

Direct witness to the penalties now being slotted into place as a response to any and all 
forms of an educator resistance; repeated observers to the consequences now coming ever more 
punitively as the reform game revoked “tenure” protections of a voice-inclusive due process – 
greenhorn initiates quickly bowed to expectations.  Keeping eyes low; attentively stepping in line 
– prudently they remained blindly unaware that if the nation’s proposed educational goal was, in 
fact, an honest protection for an all-student inclusive instruction?  

Then teachers employed inside lowest-income and most often culturally-diverse schools 
had, as had always been the case, to actively, insistently and consistently avoid being silenced.  

No one told them.
And, in days of a deepest educational compassion?  
No one modeled it for them.
No one permitted them to see that as educators working inside our nation’s politically 

weakest (and thus easiest to exploit) lowest-income schools?  Students, parents and proximate 
communities fully depended upon them to be anything but shy.  Diligently kept from recognition 
that traditional old-fashioned, democratically-collaborative schools had ever allowed employees 
to be not only reactive but resistant – empowered, even, to speak up in the effort to defend 
student rights, student needs, and student equity: 

What new teachers now observed?
Were educators who, scurrying furtively, hid protectively in their rooms. Ever more 

watchful, ever more defensive, ever more voiceless employees who, outside of a mandated 
attendance at an endless run of top-down, micro-managed meetings, seldom interacted with, or 
even caught sight of, one another.  

What greenhorn educators now heard?  
Were frightened veteran professionals, including easiest-targeted union representatives, 

telling them, telling each other, telling anyone who made waves: 
“Don’t.” 
“Don’t do anything; don’t say anything; don’t draw attention to yourself.”
“Don’t react or complain.  Just do what you’re told.”
Imitating older peers, novice recruits whispered anxiously behind secretive hands: “For 

god’s sake, shut up.”  No longer exposed to a sincerely collaborative, outspoken role modeling; 
having experienced only a top-down punitive and hazardously uncurbed negative-evaluation-
obsessed management – fledgling educators never grasped the fact that working together in the 
effort to democratically hear, and subsequently respond to and protect, community or student 
concerns, was, for low-income, culturally-different schools, not only a necessary?

But fundamental expectation.  
No longer expected to participate in old-school-democratic, voice-protective, opinion-

friendly meetings; never observing faculty members step up in a respected confidence to express 
professional concerns or organize a powerful opposition to abuse – with each year of an invasive, 
teacher-separating reform, as institutional memory of an old-fashioned educator interaction 
experienced systematic eradication?

More and more often, the only sound that endlessly victimized low-income students and 
the politically exploited communities which surrounded them heard:

Was silence.*†



*And, oh my, but didn’t the summarily-decided, governmentally-endorsed closure of fifty non-dominant-culture, 
poor-neighborhood, locally-accessible, all-student-inclusive schools in a district where (after banding together in the 
effort to protect student interests) teachers had gone out on strike generate its unmistakable message.  (Side note: 
And how quickly did those proudly displayed posters of our nation’s first non-White president – posters so 
optimistically attached to the words Hope and Change – then come down.)

†How maddening to watch as a cultural implosion now occurs inside those neighborhoods where a relentless string 
of school cloures have been mandated – an implosion documented by a massively reported black-on-black or 
brown-on-brown violence – and yet have so little mention of the fact that these two events might be very directly 
connected.


